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It's the normal The Escapists game, but walking dead themed, and partly zombie survival. Nowhere near as good as the original,
but was OK to play. Not a super good experience, as many others will tell you.. Good game but bad comic reader.. I'm not even
going to put in real effort into writing a review for this game. It's shallow, boring, and is somehow more unattractive than The
Escapists. For me, it was a complete waste of money. Maybe get it if you're a die-hard Walking Dead fan.?. Great game. I
approve. Personally being a Walking Dead fan and a Escapists it truly blends both universes.. so fun! so many thing to explore
and collect! though the zombies are a little too tough and the fact that there is not much ammo suckes.. The game is pretty cool
hard thought but the pixel grapichs make want to keep playing cause its pretty neat.. CAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL! I really thought this
game was going to be good. All the hype the trailer song that burns it's way into your brain what could go wrong? A lot could go
wrong. There are a total of three actual levels in the game. The first two are more or less tutorials. Even if the game claims the
second level isn't. The gameplay has the repitition of the first, but it doesn't work in the walking dead. As Extra credits once said
"you can't have bioshock without plasmids is false" In this case it's the routines. Throwing in work periods meal times and roll
calls just because "hey it's the escapists" doesn't work. Rather than feeling like your in danger and need to defend yourself. You
feel like you need to slowly gather items and leave the map. It was fun in the original, but fails in the walking dead enviroment. I
really wanted to like this game, but until they change around the routines and ad more than 3 levels it's not worth the cash. Now
that this review has been posted the game has "mixed" reviews. Good luck getting sales of of three boring levels with big red
word at the store page. MikeTeam Please make this better. Add some content make it the game we want to like so badly. AND
STILL NO WORD OF MULTIPLAYER FOR THE FIRST! But hey, woodberry uses the escapists mechanics to its best by
actually having tough enemies and all freetime making it fun, but that's ONE level.

The Escapists Walking Dead Update : Escapees and Survivors!. The Escapists 1 year anniversary sale and more! : Were
celebrating one year of The Escapists with a massive thank you to all of the Prisoners and Survivors that have continued to
support the game.. Overcooked! 2 Get FIVE extra chefs free, when you pre-order! : Overcooked returns with a brand-new
helping of chaotic cooking action! Journey back to the Onion Kingdom and assemble your team of chefs in classic couch co-op
or online play for up to four players.. Wiki Editing Contest! : Hello Survivors, We want your knowledge and expertise to help
our players survive the zombie apocalypse! If you've beaten the campaign and been happily blasting your way through walkers
& raiders alike in Survival Mode then you're just the survivor we're looking for. We've teamed up with Gamepedia
[www.gamepedia.com] to make them the official wiki for The Escapists: The Walking Dead [theescapists.gamepedia.com] .
This means we want you, the people that know the most about the game to share your knowledge on how not to become walker
food and share information about the game. To sweeten the deal we're offering some prizes for our "Wiki Editing Contest
Winners" in the form of Steam Cash vouchers! First Place: $50 Steam Cash & Exclusive title on Gamepedia. Runners up: Two
Runners Up will receive $20 in Steam Cash. You've got until the 24th April to get your wiki on and potentially win some sweet
Steam Cash goodness, so what're you waiting for? -> Editing Contest [theescapists.gamepedia.com] .. Two new Team17 games
to be announced next week! : With E3 approaching and Hell Let Loose releasing on the 6th of June, its fair to say that Team17
has a very busy week ahead! In fact, next week well be unveiling not just one but TWO BRAND NEW GAME
ANNOUNCEMENTS! Youre not going to want to miss these announcements, and we really cant wait to share the trailers with
you. To ensure that youre the first to hear about these new games right here on Steam, make sure to follow the Team17
Publisher Page .
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